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ABSTRACT
Evidenceof involvementof different ProteinKinase (PK) on mobilizationofreleasablevesicleisnot yet firm. This
study was conducted to assess the involvement of different protein kinases in mobilization process. The
hemidiaphragm-phernic nerve of ICR Strain mouse were dissected free and pinned to the sylgard. Tissues were
bathed in oxygenated 18mM Hepes-buffered Bretags synthetic interstitial fluid. Muscle fiber distal to a strip
extending to 3 mm on either side of phernic nerve branches was cut and residual central innervated strip was
used. Muscle action potential was blocked. Bretag’s solution was perfused. Rate and extent of End Plate
Potentials (EPP) was recorded. The mean amplitude of EPPs was calculated. Effect of different drugs on EPP
rundown in comparison with control in three and four separate preparations were recorded, and the percentage of
initial EPP against time was plotted. The main finding of this study was that H-89 as a selective PKA inhibitor,
impaired neuromuscular transmission by inhibiting transmitter mobilization. These results confirm that PKA
involves in mobilization of transmitter from a reserve to an available pool and is more potent than RP-cAMP.
Also, the result showed that PKC and CaMPK were not involved in transmitter mobilization.
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INTRODUCTION
A majority of the neurotransmitter quanta is
stored in the nerve terminal and can be released
only after transformation into the activated
quanta which is two intermediates states called
available quanta and releasable quanta (1) The
modulation of neurotransmitters’ quanta release
as other transient cellular functions is mainly
mediated by protein kinases that catalyze the
phosphorylation of various cellular substrates
especially in the nerve terminal. This type of
regulation renders a pseudo-stable changes to
the nerve function that can be rapidly reversed
by removing of the stimulation. Moreover, the
protein kinases maintain the integrity of
synaptic
transmission
through
protein

phosphorylation (2-4). The phosphorylation of
various protein types followed by nerve
terminal stimulation confirms and indicates the
involvement of protein kinases activity in the
regulation of neurotransmitter release at various
stages (5, 6). The most important protein
kinases in nerve terminal include Cyclic
Adenosine Monophosphate (cAMP) dependent
kinase such as Protein kinase A (PKA), protein
kinase C (PKC) and Ca2+/calmodulindependent protein kinase (CaMK). PKA
phosphorylates a wide range of target proteins.
Among those with neuronal origin is tyrosine
hydroxylase, the first enzyme in pathway of
catecholamine synthesis from tyrosine in nerve
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terminal also PKA regulates nerve function
through the modulation of potassium channels,
and enhancing the influx of the ion (7, 8).PKC
is activated by diacylglycerol in the nerve
terminal where phosphorylates a wide variety
of proteins that are involved in the releasing of
neurotransmitters (9, 10).
Furthermore, PKA and PKC in neurons of the
medial septum-diagonal band are involved in
the mechanism of the prolonged stimulation of
acetylcholine release from the hippocampus
induced by thyrotropin-releasing hormone (11).
Ghirardi et al. have reported that whereas
activation of PKA and PKC is sufficient to
trigger the facilitated non-depressed synapses,
activation of PKA and PKC is required to
facilitate depressed synapses(12). These
evidences support the regulatory role of PKA
and PKC in the neurotransmitter release
through protein phosphorylation.
CaMK is highly enriched in the nerve system
and mediates many of calcium actions.
Regulation of CaMK plays an important role in
modulating synaptic transmission. It plays a
central role in the mechanism by which an
increase in Ca in nerve terminal causes
exocytotic release of neurotransmitter (13, 14).
The evidence for involvement of PK on
mobilization of releasable vesicle is not yet
firm, and the question is, which Kinases are
involved in this process. This study was
undertaken to assess the involvement of
different protein kinases (PKA, PKC and
CaMK) in mobilization process.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemical compositions
PKA inhibitors (H-89 and RP-cAMP), CaMK
inhibitor (KN-62), PKC inhibitors (calphostin
C, staurosporine, bisindolylmaleimide and
chelerythrine) were obtained from Sigma
chemical Co. (Western Australia) and
phosphodiesterase inhibitor (sq-20,009) was
obtained from Squibb Institute, Prince, NJ.
Hernicholinum,
and
alcuronium
from
Lanospharma Laboratories Co. China. H-89,
bisindolylmaleimide,
calphostin
C
and
chelerythrine were dissolved in polyethylene
glycol (PEG 400). All other drugs were
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dissolved in saline as a stock solution, and
diluted for use. The drugs were added to the
bath 1 hour before nerve stimulation.
Preparation of samples
The hemidiaphragm-phernic nerves were
isolated and dissected from ICR Strain mouse
(University of Alberta breeding colony) that
weighing about 30g then pinned to the sylgard
base of a 35mm petri dish. Tissues were bathed
in the oxygenated 18mM Hepes-buffered
Bretag’s synthetic interstitial fluid at room
temperature (21-22oc) and monitored under a
compound microscope using a long workingdistance objective lens.
Muscle fiber distal to a strip extending to 3 mm
on either side of phernic nerve branches was
cut; and residual central innervated strip was
used. The potential of muscle activity was
blocked by cutting 1 mm of muscle tissue from
both ends of diaphragm.
Study Design
End plate potential (EPP) was recorded by
conventional sharp glass capillary micro
electrodes (10-20 Ω E) filled with 2M
potassium acetate. The electrodes were
penetrated to the fibers in region of end plates.
Bretag’s solution was perfused through the
recording dish at a rate of 0.5 ml per minute
through the bubble trap to avoid disturbance of
the recording.The right or left phernic nerve
were placed gently into the electrode holder
which allowed the stimulation of striated
muscle for 1 second at 3, 10, 30.and 50 Hz
frequencies.Rate and extent of EPP was
recorded with an appropriate resting interval
between each period of stimulation on a storage
oscilloscope and simultaneously preserved by
FM tape recording. The data recorded on
magnetic tape was printed and later analyzed.
The mean amplitude of EPPs was calculated.
Presynaptic nicotinic receptors and choline
uptake (ACh synthesis) were blocked by adding
300 nm alcuronium and 10 µm hemicholinum
to the bath fluid, respectively.To avoid the
possibility that the postsynaptic receptors may
be involved in this study; ionophoresis
technique was used. In this technique ACh
filled pipette is placed closely to the
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neuromuscular junction, and ejected from the
tip by a brief positive pulse. EPP response to
ionophoretic application of ACh or response to
release of ACh from the motor nerve terminal
was recorded by glass micro electrodes.
Effect of different drugs on EPP rundown were
recorded in compared with control samples in
three and four separate preparations, and the
percentage of initial EPP against time was
plotted. Moreover, the Area Under Curve
(A.U.C) and the mean amplitude of EPPs were
calculated.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical evaluations were performed by
running SPSS 19 software package (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA). Student t-test was applied
to compare values amongst of the treated and

control groups. The p≤0.05 were used to define
statistical significance.
RESULTS:
Effect of Alcuronium and Hemicholinum on
EPP rundown
To measuring the rate of neurotransmitter
mobilization in to immediately available store;
the synthesis of ACh was prevented by
hemicholinum at the dose of 10µM as a choline
uptake inhibitor in the batting solution.
Alcuronium also at the dose of 300 nM as
presynaptic nicotinic receptors in nerve
terminal was added to the bath.
EPP was recorded during the nerve stimulation
for 1 second at 3, 10, 30, and 50 Hz. Figure 1
shows the EPP rundown, in absence of PK
inhibitors.

Figure 1.Effect of alcuronium (300 nM) and hemicholinum (l 0 µM) on EPP rundown of hemidiaphragm
preparation during the nerve stimulation at the frequency of 3(A), 10(B), 30(C), and 50(D) HZ prior to the
addition of PK inhibitors.

Effect of PKA inhibitors on EPP rundown
H-89 at the dose of 100nM was added to the bath one hour before nerve stimulation and EPPs were
recorded from the surface of four nerve muscle preparation during nerve stimulation at 3, 10, 30, and
50 Hz frequency. It is more specific for PKA than PKC, and IC50 ofH-89 for PKA is higher than PKC
(Table 1).H-89 caused a statistical significant decrease in EPP amplitudes (Figure 2A) compare with
control. A.U.C of H-89 showed decrease in EPP at the frequencies of 3Hz (p<0.05), 10Hz (p<0.01), 30
Hz (P< (0.0l) and 50 Hz (P<0.0l) in comparison with the control groups (Figure2).RP-cAMP was used
as another PKA inhibitor. A.U.C of RP-cAMP at the dose of 20µM produced statistical significant
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decrease in EPP rundown at frequencies of 30Hz (p <0.05) and 50 Hz (p <0.05) in comparison with the
controlgroups (Figure 3). But no significant difference at the 3 and 10Hz was observed.

Figure 2.Plots showing the decrease of amplitudes of EPP by H-89 compare with control during a train of
stimulation at a frequency of 30 and 10 Hz (A, B). Mean percentages of initial EPP are plotted against time. All
plots indicate significant differences between H-89 and control at the frequency of 3 Hz(C), 10Hz (D), 30Hz (E)
and 50Hz (F). .All plotted values are the mean and S.E.M of data from 4 individual experiments.

Figure 3. The effects of RP-c.Alv1P at the dose of 20 µM on EPP rundown at 3 (A), 10(B), 30(C) and 50 Hz (D)
compared with control. RP-cAMP significantly decreased the EPP at 30 and 50 HZ, but this effect was not
significant for 3 and 10 HZ (p<0.05).The data indicated mean ± S.E.M for 3 preparations.

Effect of different PKC inhibitors on EPP rundown
We investigated the role of PKC on the mobilization of ACh with four PKC inhibitors. We first
investigated the effect of non-selective PKC inhibitor, Staurosporine on EPP rundown (Table 1).
Hamidreza Jamshidi, et al.
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Staurosporine was added to the bath at a concentration of 1.4 nM and the incubation proceeded for 1
hour.
A.U.C of Staurosporine showed no significant effect on EPP amplitudes at the frequencies of 3 HZ (P
<0.05), 10HZ (P <0.05), 30HZ (P <0.05) and 50 HZ (P <0.05) in comparison with the control groups
(Figure 4.A). It seemed important to examine the effect of more selective PKC inhibitors. Therefore,
next, we investigated the effect of three more specific PKC inhibitors calphostin C,
bisindolylmaleimide, and chelerythrine. IC50 of these PK inhibitors showed that they were more
specific for PKC than PKA (Table 1).
Table 1.IC50 of different protein kinases inhibitors for PKA and PKC
PKinhibitors
PKA
PKC
H-89
0.048
31.7
RP-cAMP
11.0
Staurosporine
0.007 0.0007
Calphostin C
50.0
0.05
Bisindolylmaleimide
2.0
0.01
Chelerythrine
170
0.66

All of the preparations were incubated with PKC inhibitors for 1 hour. A.U.C of EPP of PKC
inhibitors , elicited by calphostin C , at the dose of 100 nM, bisindolylmaleimide at the dose of 0.02
µM and chelerythrine at the dose of 1.4 µM were not significantly different from the control groups
( P<0.05) at the frequency of 3HZ, 10HZ, 30HZ, and 50 HZ (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Representative example of percentages of initial EPP against time of different PKC inhibitors ,
staurosporine (A) , calphostin C (B) , bisindolylmaleimide (C) and chelerythrine (D) at 30 HZ . Each point
represents the mean ±SEM of three preparations.

Effect of KN-62 as CaM PK inhibitor on EPP rundown KN-62 as a CaM PK inhibitor at the dose of
2µM was added to the bath and was incubated for one hour. As shown in figure 5, KN-62 had no
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significant effect on EPP rundown, and A.U.C. of KN-62 was not significantly different from control
group at the frequencies of 3 HZ, 10HZ, 30 HZ and 50 HZ ( P<0.05 ).

Figure 5.Effect of K.N-62 on EPP rundown. Percentage of initial EPP are plotted against time at frequencies of
3(A), 10(B) , 30(C) and 50 HZ(D) . All values of KN-62 are not significantly different from control. Values at
P<0.05. Each plotted point is the mean ±S.E.M of data from 3 individual preparations.

Finally to roll-out the possibility that desensitization process may be a factor in EPP rundown; SQ20,009 as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor was used. SQ-20,009 by the inhibition of phosphodiesterase
causes increase in cAMP, which leads to activation of PKA.
DISCUSSION
The process of transmitter turnover plays an
important role in synaptic transmission. This
consists of uptake of precursors, synthesis of
transmitter substance, transportation of
transmitter to nerve terminals or varicosities,
uptake of transmitter into the synaptic vesicles,
storage, mobilization and release of transmitter
and recycling of the membrane of empty
vesicles after transmitter release (15, 16).
Mobilization is a feasible term for aggregates,
conversion and transformation of large pool of
neurotransmitter storages to available and
releasable quanta in the nerve terminal (17, 18).
Indeed, the moderate decrease in the number of
ACh quanta released by an action potential is
almost equal to that replenished within 100-200
milliseconds of stimulation and the steady state
phase by supply and release of ACh fine-tuned
precisely to maintain the balance (18).It has
been shown that the quantum content of the
EPP would not fall to zero only because the
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immediately available stores that are sustained
by a repletion or mobilization process. The
level at which EPP are sustained immediately
following the early tetanic rundown is defined
by a measurement of the rate of mobilization
into the immediately available store (19, 20). It
has been reported that dephospho-synapsin I
may act by physically hindering the movement
of vesicles to the release site during the initial
phase of nerve stimulation, and in sustained
stimulation, phosphorylation of synapsin I
reduces the strength of the links between
vesicles and the cytoskeleton, thereby releasing
additional vesicles to become available for
exocytosis.In this study we have explained the
involvement of several protein kinases, in
transmitter mobilization, using a range of PK
inhibitors. In the first part of experiment, to
minimize the replenishment of releasable
stores, positive feedback on to presynaptic
nicotinic receptors, and ACh synthesis were
blocked, and EPP rundown were recorded in
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absence of PK inhibitors (Figure 1).
Alcuronium in optimal concentration (300 nM)
antagonized the positive feedback of
presynaptic
nicotinic
receptors,
and
hemicholinum interfered with the choline
transport into the nerve terminals, and blocked
the ACh synthesis. Blocking the ACh synthesis
was important because much evidence exists
that newly synthesized ACh is added to the
available store (21-23).As it has been shown in
Figure 1, the first EPP is usually the largest,
and the EPP of later responses decrease to a
relative plateau level, which equilibrium
between mobilization and release of transmitter
is usually established.
Phosphorylation might be a preliminary or
priming step that prepares vesicle for release,
and bring them into closer apposition to the
presynaptic membrane (24, 25). This
phosphorylation may be affected by one of
several PKs that can be present in the nerve
terminal.Increased Ca+ could produce some
long lasting alteration in the nerve terminal,
such as phosphorylation of a structural
component of releasing apparatus and increase
secretory activity at the active zone. A
possibility has been suggested that potentiating
require the involvement of a PK (26). The main
finding of this study is the observation that, H89 as a selective PKA inhibitor, impaired
neuromuscular transmission by inhibiting
transmitter mobilization. This was confirmed
by the present decrease of EPP rundown as
shown in Figure 2.Figure 2 shows that H-89 is
decreased, and in part abolished the amplitude
of EPP in different frequencies. H-89 is an
isoquinoline derivate, which competes with
ATP binding site (26) and is a more specific
inhibitor for PKA.These results confirm that
PKA involves in the mobilization of transmitter
from a reserve to an available pool. It has been
reported that cAMP stimulates PKA, which in
turn phosphates and closes potassium channels.
This process broadens the presynaptic action
potential and enhances calcium influx through
voltage dependent calcium channels. It has
been shown that increase in quantal size
involves in the activation of PKA (27).The
possibility of involvement of PKA in the
mobilization process was further tested by
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using
RP-cAMP,
as
another
PKA
inhibitor.Figure 2 shows that RP-cAMP
decreased the EPP rundown at 3, 10, 30, and 50
HZ, but this effect was significant in 30 and 50
HZ. The differences between the effect of H-89
and RP-cAMP on 3 and 10 HZ may be due to
the competition of H-89 with PKA for ATP
binding site of regulatory subunit (Searl and
Silinsky1998). It has been shown that H-89 also
is more potent (IC50= 0.048 nM) than RPcAMP (IC50=11.0 µM).To further analysis of
the role of PKC in the transmitter mobilization,
the effect of four PK inhibitors (staurosporine,
calphostin
C,
bisindolylmaleimide
and
chelerythrine) were monitored. IC50 of PKC
inhibitors show that staurosporine is a nonselective PKC inhibitor, and others are more
specific for PKC. Staurosporine acts at the ATP
binding site in the catalytic region;
chelerythrine acts at substrate binding site and
calphostin C acts at phorboldiacylglycerol site
(28).
All of the PKC inhibitors had no statistically
significant effect on EPP amplitude in
comparison with control groups (Figure 4).
However, Calphostin Cwas the most specific
inhibitor for PKC in comparison with others but
did not show significant effects on EPP
rundown.
Our results with four PKC inhibitors strengthen
the idea that PKC is not involved in the
transmitter mobilization. Although it is clear
that PKC is an important second messenger
activated
enzyme
that
can
activate
diacylglycerol (DAG) for facilitation of
transmitter release (10, 29, 30), our data
support the contrary hypothesis that PKC has
no role in the mobilization process.
To investigate the role of CaMPK as another
PK in the transmitter mobilization, the effect of
KN62 as the specific inhibitor of CaMPK(31)
was used.Figure 5 shows that KN62 had no
significant effect on EPP rundown compared
with the control group. In fact, in spite of
important role of CaMPKin transmitter release,
our results indicated that CaMPK had no role in
transmitter mobilization in nerve terminal.
To eliminate the effect of desensitization in
decreasing of the EPP amplitude, SQ-20,009 as
a phosphodiesterase inhibitor was used. SQ-
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20,009 is a protein phosphodiesterase inhibitor
which raises the internal level of cAMP(32-34).
It has significant stimulatory effect on the
increment of the EPP amplitudes. These
findings support the assumption that the
decrease in EPP amplitude is not due to the
desensitization process.
Based on some evidences the amplitude of
responses are originated from perjunctional and
postjunctional receptors. Bowman and Marshal
reported that inhibition of the postjunctional
receptors decreases only the amplitude of
responses the blocking causes rundown to
plateau in trains of EPP (35) as we can see in
Figure 1.Several presynaptic proteins have been
suggested as substrates for kinases (12, 36, 37),
with
hypothesized
consequences
that
transmitter are mobilized readily into available
store (12, 38). Determination of PKA substrates
and the process of PKA by which influences
the mobilization process are important to be
confronted in the future studies.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the decrease and abolishment of
EPP rundown by PKA inhibitors and inability
of PKC and CaMPK inhibitors to have
significant effect on EPP rundown are the main
findings of this study.
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